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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 

Voluntary liquidation is the point at which an organization chooses to break down itself on its own terms, 

as endorsed by the investors of the organization. The choice for the most part happens when an 

organization concludes that it has no purpose behind working any longer, or on the off chance that it is 

not plausible to work any longer. The vital factor here is that the disintegration of the company is not 

requested by a court.1 

 In India, the voluntary liquidation or wilful ending up of an organization is managed under the Insolvency 

and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016. It applies to 'a business/corporate individual.' But, what is Liquidation 

Under IBC? Indeed, voluntary liquidation under IBC is the method for intentional liquidation of an 

organization with the assent/arrangement of its different individuals. Regularly, an organization goes for 

deliberate liquidation under IBC when its individuals settle on a choice to not proceed with their business 

activities. The fundamental goal of wilful ending up under IBC is to suspend all business tasks and 

apportion its resources, while additionally dispensing its obligations and back payments.2 

The worldwide episode of Coronavirus has tested the nations medical services foundation and, in the 

end, the monetary spine. India being a significant creating economy needs to manage the COVID-19 

pandemic in a manner to shield the economy from falling and in such manner the Hon'ble Finance 

Minister in her location to the Nation dated seventeenth May 2020 reported a Fifth strategy change in 

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (hereinafter alluded as 'the Code') for suspension of the 

inception of indebtedness procedures against the corporate account holder under Section 7, 9 and 10 

of the Code. The President by ethicalness of the force vested under Article 123 of the Constitution, 

through IBC (Amendment) Ordinance 2020, dated 05.06.20203 added Section 10A under the code. The 

impact of Section 10A was to put a sweeping prohibition on the indebtedness procedures against the 

corporate borrower for the default submitted on or after 25th March 2020 till an underlying time of a 

half year which can be additionally stretched out to one year from this date. Consequently, the object 

of the revision was to ensure the Corporate Debtor against the indebtedness procedures for default 

submitted during the characterized period. However, the suspension of the recording of an application 

under Section 7 and 9 of the Code is legitimized, be that as it may, excepting the Corporate Debtor under 

Section 10 of the code puts the statute under the hazy situation.  

                                                           
1 ‘Voluntary Liquidation’ (Corporate Finance Institute) < 
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/strategy/voluntary-
liquidation/#:~:text=Voluntary%20liquidation%20is%20when%20a,not%20feasible%20to%20operate%20anymore.> Accessed on 29th 
January 2021. 
2 Ankit Chadda, ‘Voluntary Liquidation under IBC: How it works?’ (4th September 2020 TRC Consulting) < 
https://www.trcconsulting.org/blog/voluntary-liquidation-under-ibc-how-it-
works#:~:text=Typically%2C%20a%20company%20goes%20for,disbursing%20its%20debts%20and%20arrears.> Accessed on 29th 
January 2021. 
3 <  https://www.ibbi.gov.in/uploads/legalframwork/741059f0d8777f311ec76332ced1e9cf.pdf> Accessed on 29th January 2021. 
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Section 10 of the code peruses as "Commencement of corporate bankruptcy goal measure by corporate 

candidate": wherein the Corporate borrower has the privilege to start wilful Corporate Insolvency 

Resolution Process (hereinafter alluded to as 'CIRP') if there should arise an occurrence of a default. This 

arrangement is a leave course accessible to the Corporate borrower wherein the planned goal candidate 

can assume control over the matter of the corporate account holder with a proposed goal plan when 

the corporate indebted person winds up under the commitment of obligations and the business in not 

bringing about benefits. The idea of 'intentional indebtedness' is certifiably not an outsider idea and 

before the Code, 2016, an overall idea existed under The Sick Industrial Companies Act, 1985 

('hereinafter alluded to as 'SICA'). The organizations looking for recovery would look for cure under SICA, 

nonetheless, the equivalent was revoked and the purview to such rehabilitative measures was stood to 

the National Company Law Tribunals (CLTs) the nation over according to the presentation of the Code, 

2016.4 

 

2. HOW DOES VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION WORKS? 

 

Voluntary liquidation permits an organization to end its tasks, auction resources, and destroy its 

corporate construction while repaying assigned leasers dependent on their status.  

Voluntary liquidation is started by an organization's investors or proprietorship when they vote in favour 

of a goal to stop further tasks. The liquidation can continue just with the investors' endorsement. 

Voluntary liquidations may wind up starting when a particular occasion that is illustrated by the 

governing body happens. In such cases, a vendor is delegated.  

An outlet is an element that exchanges resources for an organization. At the point when resources are 

exchanged, they are by and large sold on an open market for money and different counterparts. Outlets 

have the legitimate ability to follow up in the interest of an organization for different activities. At the 

point when an organization is exchanging, regardless of whether it is intentional or compulsory, they will 

choose an outsider vendor to sell their resources for them. Outlets basically have the lawful power to 

follow up in the interest of the organization to sell resources and complete a liquidation. Vendors are 

once in a while alluded to as trustees also.  

Outlets should follow the request for commitments, however. For instance, the most senior obligation 

levels should get money from liquidation first, at that point subjected obligation, mezzanine financing 

(favoured value, instalment in kind), and afterward at long last, value holders get money from liquidation 

last.5 

 

                                                           
4 Saksham Solanki and Suchika Nagpal, ‘Analysis of Suspension of Section 10 of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016’ (IBC laws 2020) 

< https://ibclaw.in/analysis-of-suspension-of-section-10-of-insolvency-and-bankruptcy-code-2016-by-saksham-solanki-and-suchika-

nagpal/#_ftn1> Accessed on 29th January 2021. 

5 Voluntary Liquidation’ (Corporate Finance Institute) < 
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/strategy/voluntary-
liquidation/#:~:text=Voluntary%20liquidation%20is%20when%20a,not%20feasible%20to%20operate%20anymore.> Accessed on 29th 
January 2021. 
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3. UNDERSTANDING VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATIONS  

 

The beginning of a voluntary liquidation goal is started by an organization's top managerial staff or 

proprietorship. Intentional liquidations are then sanctioned when a goal to stop activities (expecting that 

tasks are progressing) is endorsed by its investors.  

Intentional liquidations remain as opposed to compulsory liquidations. An investor vote permits the 

organization to exchange its resources free of charge up assets to pay obligations. Thusly, wilful 

liquidations may occur because of poor working conditions (working at a misfortune or the market 

moving toward another path), or because of business system contemplations.  

Such thinking might be to correct a level of assessment alleviation for closing down or rearranging and 

moving resources for another organization in return for a possession or value stake in the procuring 

organization. Wilful liquidations may likewise be endorsed in light of the fact that the selling organization 

was just intended to exist for a restricted measure of time or for a particular reason that has been 

satisfied.  

Moreover, voluntary liquidation may occur if a vital individual from an association leaves the 

organization, and the investors choose not to proceed with tasks.6 

 

4. VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION PROCESS  

 

In the United States, voluntary liquidations may start with the event of an occasion as indicated by an 

organization's governing body. In such cases, an outlet is named. The vendor answers to investors and 

banks. In the event that the organization is dissolvable the investors can manage the deliberate 

liquidation. On the off chance that the organization is not dissolvable, leasers and investors may control 

the liquidation cycle by getting a court request. Voluntary liquidations in the United Kingdom are 

partitioned into two classes. One is the loan bosses' voluntary liquidation, which happens under a 

condition of corporate indebtedness. The other is the individuals' wilful liquidation, which just requires 

a corporate statement of insolvency.  

Under the subsequent classification, the firm is dissolvable yet needs to exchange its resources for meet 

its impending commitments. 3/4 of an organization's investors should cast a ballot for an intentional 

liquidation goal for the movement to pass.7 

 

 

 

                                                           
6 Adam Hayes, ‘Voluntary Liquidation’ (2019 Investopedia) < https://www.investopedia.com/terms/v/voluntary-liquidation.asp> 
Accessed on 29th January 2021. 
7 Supra 6. 
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5. VOLUNTARY WINDING UP OF COMPANY UNDER IBC – STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE: 

 

 Step 1: Declaration/Announcement of Solvency by Board or Elected Partners. 

 Step 2: Find an Insolvency Expert as Liquidator. 

 Step 3: Summon A Board Meeting. 

 Step 4: Arrange A General Meeting of Shareholders. 

 Step 5: Filings with the Registrar of Companies and IBBI. 

 Step 6: Liquidator Takes Charge of The Company. 

 Step 7: Making Public Announcement. 

 Step 8: Preliminary Reports and Statements. 

 Step 9: Opening of A Bank Checking Account. 

 Step 10: No-Objection Certificate from Tax Authorities. 

 Step 11: Realization of Company’s Assets. 

 Step 12: Distribution and Supply. 

 Step 13: Completion of the Company’s Liquidation. 

 Step 14: Liquidation stretching beyond the 12 months duration and Annual Reports. 

 Step 15: Final Report on Liquidation. 

 Step 16: Final Report Filing. 

 Step 17: Application to National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT). 

 Step 18: NCLT Orders. 

 Step 19: Sending the NCLT Order to The Company Registrar. 

 Step 20: Preservation of records.8 

 

6. WHAT ARE THE NECESSITIES FOR A DEBTOR INITIATING A VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

CASE AND WHAT ARE THE IMPACTS?  

 

Voluntary liquidation procedures can be initiated by the corporate borrower under the IBC just in a no-

default circumstance (that is, on the off chance that it has not defaulted on any obligation because of 

any individual). In the event that there is a default on any obligation, the solitary path for the borrower 

to start its liquidation is by starting its indebtedness goal measure (that is, Stage I) under the IBC. On the 

off chance that the account holder's indebtedness cannot be settled in Stage I, it is sold.  

For starting voluntary liquidation in a no-default circumstance, the corporate indebted person needs to 

make the accompanying strides.  

Get an affirmation via testimony from most of accomplices (if there should be an occurrence of a 

restricted obligation association) or people comprising the administering body on account of other 

corporate people, expressing that they have asked into the illicit relationships of the borrower and have 

                                                           
8 Ankit Chadda, ‘Voluntary Liquidation under IBC: How it works?’ (4th September 2020 TRC Consulting) < 
https://www.trcconsulting.org/blog/voluntary-liquidation-under-ibc-how-it-
works#:~:text=Typically%2C%20a%20company%20goes%20for,disbursing%20its%20debts%20and%20arrears.> Accessed on 29th 
January 2021. 
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framed an assessment that either the debt holder has no obligation or will have the option to cover its 

obligations from the liquidation home; and that the debt holder isn't being sold to dupe any individual. 

This affirmation is to be went with inspected budget summaries for the two going before years or for 

the time frame since its consolidation (whichever is later) and a report of resources, assuming any.  

Inside about a month of such an affirmation, the debt holder is needed to get the endorsement of 

investors or accomplices (all things considered) for voluntary liquidation and arrangement of vendor via 

extraordinary lion's share or goal. An uncommon goal with regards to an organization implies a vote of 

investors holding 75 percent or more shareholding. On the off chance that the borrower owes any 

obligation to any individual, leasers addressing 66% in estimation of the obligation ought to likewise 

affirm this goal. The indebted person is then needed to inform the Registrar of Companies and the 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India about the goal passed.9 

 

7. LANDMARK JUDGMENTS: 

 

1. In the milestone judgment of Binani Industries Limited v. Bank of Baroda and Anr., the 

Adjudicating Authority characterized the goal of the Code as, "revamping and indebtedness goal 

of corporate people in a period headed way for amplification of estimation of resources of such 

people to advance business, accessibility of credit and adjusting the premium, all things 

considered".10 

2. Barsi Light Railway Company Ltd. and Ors. v. Joglekar (K.N.) and Ors.: The Constitution of India 

ensures Fundamental rights under Part III which cannot conventionally be removed by the State. 

Article 19(1)(g) of the Indian Constitution ensures each resident the option to rehearse any calling 

or to continue any occupation, exchange, or business. It is presented that the option to carry on 

a business has three facets: 

The option to begin a business,  

The option to proceed with a business and  

The option to close a business.11 

3. The Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in the milestone instance of Excel Wear v. Association of 

India held that: the option to shut down a business was an essential piece of the key option to 

continue any business ensured under Article19(1)(g). The Apex court has explicitly expressed in 

its judgment that option to continue any business likewise gives the characteristic option to close 

the business as no individual can be constrained to carry on the business if there should be an 

occurrence of loses or different conditions. The Act of the public authority to close the leave 

course for the corporate borrower by striking off Section 10 of the Code is encroaching the 

essential right gave to the corporate debt holder under Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution of 

                                                           
9 Chadhiok Associates, ‘In brief: Liquidation and reorganizing process in India’ (2020 Lexology) < 
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=04a616d2-3001-4fdc-aed7-
212cf39b4dd3#:~:text=Voluntary%20liquidation%20proceedings%20can%20be,debt%20due%20to%20any%20person).&text=If%20th
e%20debtor%20owes%20any,should%20also%20approve%20this%20resolution.> Accessed on 29th November 2021. 
10  Binani Industries Limited v. Bank of Baroda & Anr, Company Appeal (at) (Insolvency) No. 82 of 2018. 
11 Barsi Light Railway Company Ltd. and Ors. v. Joglekar (K.N.) and Ors., (1957) 1 LLJ 243 SC. 
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India. Also, this would just bring about keeping the business alive persuasively to endure the 

agony until its breakdowns.12 

4. The option to shut down a business accessible to the corporate borrower is not outright however 

is dependent upon the sensible limitations under Article 19(6) of the Constitution. The Hon'ble 

Supreme Court in Narendra Kumar v. Association of India held that "In applying the trial of 

sensibility, the Court needs to consider the inquiry in the foundation of current realities and 

conditions under which the request was made, considering the idea of the malicious that was 

looked to be cured by such law, the proportion of the damage caused to singular residents by the 

proposed cure, to the valuable impact sensibly expected to result to the overall population. It will 

likewise be important to consider in that association whether the restriction brought about by 

the law is none than was needed in light of a legitimate concern for the overall population".13 

5. It can plainly be deciphered that the statute is infringing upon the major privileges of the 

corporate debt holders as the motivation behind 'exchange and business' is 'means' or 'benefit' 

as seen by the Apex Court in Sodan Singh vs. N.D.M.C, and removing the equivalent via the 

Ordinance accordingly deny corporate indebted person the option to start intentional 

indebtedness procedures under area 10 of the Code without holding it under the ambit of sensible 

limitation under Article 19(6) of the Constitution.14 

6. Section 230 of The Companies Act permits the organization or the individual from the 

organization or the bank or the vendor if there should be an occurrence of a breeze up to 

document an application before the Tribunal for example NCLT to look for an approval for a trade 

off or plan between the organization and the loan boss or the organization and its individuals as 

the case might be that will be official on the organization whenever endorsed by the Tribunal. 

Section 231 gives the capacity to the Tribunal to authorize this trade off or game plan by 

overseeing it and giving bearings as might be fundamental for its execution. Such a trade-off will 

guarantee that the organization proceeds with its capacity and simultaneously claims of the 

lenders are regarded. However, this option is viewed as the best plan of action after the 

suspension of Section 7, 9 and 10 of IBC, be that as it may, the NCLAT in S.C. Sekaran versus Amit 

Gupta and Ors. featured its significance significantly sooner by coordinating the outlet "to make 

strides regarding Section 230" for the recovery of the corporate borrower.15 

7. Sanjana M. Wig v. Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd.: A citizen has a privilege to move 

toward the Supreme Court or the High Court under article 32 or 226 individually against the 

encroachment of the principal option to carry on a business which incorporates the option to 

close a business u/a 19(1)(g). The force under these articles is optional in nature and may not be 

practiced just when a 'viable elective cure' is accessible.16 

 

 

 

                                                           
12 Excel Wear v. Union of India, AIR 1979 SC 25. 
13 Narendra Kumar v. Union of India, AIR 1960 SC 430 (437). 
14 Sodan Singh vs. N.D.M.C, (1992) 5 SCC 52). 
15 S.C. Sekaran vs. Amit Gupta and Ors., (2019) 152 SCL 536. 
16 Sanjana M. Wig v. Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd., (2005) 8 SCC 242. 
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8. CONCLUSION OF LIQUIDATION PROCESS: 

 

The liquidation procedures are officially finished up by passing of the disintegration request by the NCLT 

(when the resources of the borrower are appropriated). This request is likewise recorded with the 

Registrar of Companies. The organization stands broke down from the date of the NCLT request and the 

Registrar of Companies will record the equivalent in their moment book, recording the disintegration of 

the organization and erasing the name of the organization from its records.  

On account of rearrangement under the IBC, the cycle is effectively closed when the NCLT passes a 

request favouring the goal plan. If there should be an occurrence of disappointment of rearrangement, 

the liquidation request is passed. Under the Companies Act, the rearrangement is finished up when the 

NCLT passes a request favouring the Scheme and the said request is documented with the Registrar of 

Companies. Furthermore, the revamping at that point must be completed as far as the goal plan or 

Scheme (as pertinent).17 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
17 Chadhiok Associates, ‘In brief: Liquidation and reorganizing process in India’ (2020 Lexology) < 
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=04a616d2-3001-4fdc-aed7-
212cf39b4dd3#:~:text=Voluntary%20liquidation%20proceedings%20can%20be,debt%20due%20to%20any%20person).&text=If%20th
e%20debtor%20owes%20any,should%20also%20approve%20this%20resolution.> Accessed on 29th November 2021. 
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